ABSTRACT In this paper, we conduct large system analysis of heterogeneous cellular networks (HCNs) which are modeled as a two-tier cellular network consisting of one macro base station (MaBS) and multiple micro base stations (MiBSs) distributed according to a Poisson point process. Interference alignment is performed via rank constrained rank minimization (RCRM) to design the transmit precoding and receive beamforming matrices of the users in HCNs for the suppression of interference signal. We then analyse the average achievable rate for both macro users (MaUEs) and micro users (MiUEs) with an objective of obtaining a closed-form expression. It is shown that the MaUE and MiUE rate expressions are functions of the transmit power, noise power, MiBS density, and the transmit distance. Extensive simulations show that the rate expressions derived through large system analysis provide accurate estimates of the average achievable rates of HCNs with different system parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
IN the future fifth generation (5G) communication systems, the architecture of network will transform from traditional cellular networks to heterogeneous cellular networks (HCNs) [1] , [2] . A HCN shall consist of conventional macro cellular networks overlaid with an irregular deployment of low-power base stations (BSs), serving small cells and shall offer a significant capacity gain. To achieve this capacity gain, however, the interference should be carefully handled. Interference alignment [3] - [9] is one of the techniques that have been proposed to manage the interference in homogeneous cellular networks, which is different from traditional interference processing approaches. Specifically, it uses spatial beam-forming to divide a signal space into the desired signal subspace and the interference subspace at the receiver by multiple antennas. If all the interference can be aligned into an interference subspace, they will not extend to the desired signal space, so that the desired signal does not fall into the interference subspace, and thus the receiver can easily attain its desired signal. Paper [10] proposed a novel scheme in IA wireless networks, showing that interference alignment is one of the key issues in next generation wireless systems. Many studies have been focused on interference alignment in HCNs. In co-channel heterogeneous cellular networks [11] , the multiuser interference subspace is aligned with the partial inter-cell interference subspace and suppressed at the receiver. SarahImam and El-Mahdy [12] proposed a cross-tier interference alignment algorithm for 5G cellular wireless networks. Paper [13] proposed an interference alignment based transmit precoding scheme with different user selection methods in a heterogeneous network.
As one of the most important system performance metrics for heterogeneous cellular networks, analysis of users' rate has attracted much attention for long time, but it is very difficult to obtain the expressions of the achievable rates in a closed-form. This is mainly due to the complicated channel characteristics which are affected by several factors including: the number of users, the number of receivers, and the number of transmit and receive antennas. Large system analysis (LSA) [14] - [18] is shown to be a very useful tool for computing the achievable rates as the rate expressions obtained through LSA usually provide a very good estimate for systems. LSA is performed by fixing the number of users and letting the number of transmitting and receiving antennas approach infinity at a finite fixed ratio. It is revealed that the eigenvalue or singular value distributions of large random matrices often converge to a fixed asymptotic distribution. This important property can be used to derive analytical rate expressions. Through LSA, Gomadam et al. [14] have derived the asymptotic capacity of a wireless communication system with multiple transmit and receive antennas. In [15] , by using LSA the authors calculated the probability distribution of the mutual information of MIMO channels with large but limited antenna numbers. The paper [16] proposed a method based on the combination of some large random matrix results with convex optimization, and derived the cellular network system capacity with LSA. In a twocell system [17] , through LSA the SINR and bit-error rate expressions are obtained. Also in [18] , the rate expressions of interference alignment (IA) were derived through the LSA for the multiple-input multiple-output interference channel.
Stochastic geometry [19] - [21] is a very powerful mathematical and statistical tool for the modeling, analysis, and design of wireless networks with random topologies. In this paper, we employ stochastic geometry analysis for heterogeneous cellular networks, where a single macro base station (MaBS) with multiple transmitting antennas coexists with several micro base stations (MiBSs) whose spatial distribution obey a Poisson point processes(PPP). In order to improve the performance of HCNs, we perform interference alignment via rank constrained rank minimization (RCRM) [22] - [24] to cancel both intra-tier interferences from the MaBS to the MaUEs and cross-tier interferences from the MaBS to the MiUEs. The large system analysis (LSA) is then used to compute the achievable rates of the users in HCNs through LSA. In particular, we derive the rate expressions of macro users (MaUEs) and micro users (MiUEs) through finding the asymptotic eigenvalue distribution of the channel gains with random matrix theory [25] . The obtained rate expressions of macro users (MaUEs) and micro users (MiUEs) are given as functions of the transmit power, noise power, MiBS density, and the transmission distance.
Numerical results show the effectiveness of our derived rate expressions.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(1) We propose an HCN model, where a single MaBS with multiple transmitting antennas coexists with several closedaccess MiBSs whose spatial distribution follows Poisson point processes (PPP). We also take into account the realistic path loss effect in our channel modeling that is established on the basis of stochastic geometry and can describe the topological randomness in the HCNs.
(2) We propose a RCRM-based interference alignment scheme in HCNs to design the precoding matrix of the transmitter and the beamforming matrix of the receiver to suppress the intra-tier interference from the MaBS to the MaUEs as well as the cross-tier interference from the MaBS to the MiUEs. The scheme can significantly improve the rate performance of MaUE and MiUE in HCNs.
(3) We conduct large system analysis (LSA) of the HCN and derive the rate expressions of the macro users (MaUEs) and micro users (MiUEs) in a closed-form.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the system model. Section III introduces the interference alignment through rank constrained rank minimization. Section IV derives the rate expression of MaUE and that of MiUE in the HCNs through the LSA. Section V presents simulation results with discussions. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section VI.
Throughout this paper, the following notations are used: lowercase bold letters denote vectors while uppercase bold letters denote matrices. A H represents the transpose of matrix A, tr (A) represents the trace of matrix A, I d represents the identity square matrix of size d ×d, and log (x) represents the base 2 logarithm. N c (µ, C) denotes a circularly symmetric Gaussian distribution with mean vector µ and covariance matrix C.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a heterogeneous cellular network (HCN) as shown in Fig.1 , where a single MaBS is underlaid with a random number of close-access MiBSs. The MaBS has M 1 antennas and serves m 1 macro users (MaUEs) each equipped with N antennas in a circular region of radius r 1 . The MiBSs are spatially distributed according to a homogeneous Poisson point process (PPP) 0 with intensity λ. Each MiBS, equipped with M 2 antennas, covers a circular cell of radius r 2 and serves one micro user (MiUE) which is uniformly distributed on the circumference of the cell. Let d be the number of data streams transmitted by all users.
A. MACRO TIER AND MICRO TIER MODEL
In the macro cell tier, assume that the available spectrum is split into B subchannels, each with bandwidth W hertz (Hz) and the MaBS uses all these subchannels to serve m 1 N-antenna MaUEs. In the micro cell tier, assume that each MiBS employs timedivision multiple-access (TDMA) as the multiple-access scheme to serve its N-antenna MiUE at each time slot.
B. CHANNEL MODEL
Suppose that the downlink channels at both tiers suffer from a path loss and Rayleigh fading. The path loss function at a distance r is described by r −α , with α being the path loss exponent. We denote α 1 , α 2 and α 3 as the path loss exponents of the outdoor link, the indoor link and the cross link between indoor and outdoor, respectively. For the macrocell tier, we denote G i ∈ C N ×M 1 (i = 1, · · · , m 1 ) as the random channel matrices from MaBS to the i-th MaUE, and denote G j ∈ C N ×M 1 (j = 1, · · · , ) as the random channel matrices from MaBS to the MiUE of the j-th MiBS. For the micro cell tier, we denote
as the random channel matrices from the j-th MiBS to i-th MaUE, and denote 
C. SIGNAL MODEL
Let x i be the signal to be transmitted by the MaBS which is intended for the i-th MaUE, and s j the signal to be transmitted by the j-th MiBS which is intended for its MiUE. Then, the signal received at the i-th MaUE can be written as
where D i is the distance from the MaBS to the i-th MaUE, R ij is the distance from the j-th MiBS to the i-th MaUE, F i ∈ C M 1 ×d is the transmit precoding matrix from the MaBS to the i-th MaUE, V j ∈ C M 2 ×d is the transmit precoding matrix from the j-th MiBS to its MiUE, and n 1i is an N -dimensional complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector with zero mean and covariance matrix N 0 I N with I N being the identity matrix of dimension N . Similarly, the signal received at the MiUE of the j-th MiBS can be written as
where D j is the distance from the MaBS to the MiUE of the j-th MiBS, R jk is the distance from k-th MiBS to the MiUE of the j-th MiBS, and n 2i , similar to n 1i in (1), is an N-dimensional complex AWGN vector with zero mean and covariance matrix N 0 I N .
D. INTERFERENCE ALIGNMENT FEASIBILITY CONDITIONS
Let the beamforming matrix of the receiver at the i-th MaUE and that at the MiUE of the j-th MiBS be given by
respectively. Because of the random number of MiBSs and their random deployment, it is difficult to suppress all the interferences from the MiBSs. Using IA, we can suppress the intra-tier interference from the MaBS to the MaUEs and the cross-tier interference from the MaBS to the MiUEs. From equation (1) we can have the interference alignment conditions of MaUE as follows:
Similarly, from equation (2) we obtain the following interference alignment conditions of MiUE:
In this paper, we use IA to design the precoding matrix of the transmitter and the beamforming matrix of the receiver to align the interferences, and the details of the scheme will be presented in section III.
Based on algebraic geometry, it is well known that a generic system of multivariate polynomial equations is solvable if and only if the number of equations does not exceed the number of variables, so we explore the feasibility of interference alignment [26] through accurately accounting for the number of equations and the number of variables.
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and the total number of variables at MaUE is
Similarly, define N v2 and N e2 as the number of variables and that of equations of MiUE in the achievability conditions in (5) and (6), respectively. It can be shown that N e2 is given by:
and the total number of variables at MiUE is
By comparing the total number of equations and the total number of variables, we need: (11) and N v2 ≥ N e2 (12) then through calculation we have the feasibility conditions of interference alignment as follows:
and
E. ACHIEVABLE RATES OF MAUES AND MIUES
For the ease of derivations, we assume
we divide all the channel matrices by
and multiply the precoding matrix by
where F u,i and V u,j are unitary matrices, P i ∈ C M 1 ×d and P j ∈ C M 2 ×d are diagonal matrices containing the power assigned to the different streams on its main diagonal.
Then, we define the effective channel [18] of the above channel matrices as:
Through IA, we can get the rate of the i-th MaUE as follows [18] :
where
Note that tr P i = Q i and tr P j = Q j , where Q i and Q j are the transmit power constraints.
Similarly, we can get the rate of the j-th MiUE through IA as follows:
III. INTERFERENCE ALIGNMENT THROUGH RANK CONSTRAINED RANK MINIMIZATION
In order to maximize the available DoF, A new method of implementing IA based on reformulation of the IA conditions via rank constrained rank minimization (RCRM) has been introduced recently in [22] . The idea of rank minimization is to maximize the interference alignment so that the interference spans a subspace of minimum dimension, and the rank constraints correspond to the useful signal subspaces satisfying full-rank constraints. An RCRMbased reweighed nuclear norm minimization algorithm has been presented to implement IA for MIMO system in [23] . Sridharan and Yu [24] have also proposed several variations of RCRM to design aligned beamformers in a cellular network. As shown in [23] and [24] , in some cases the RCRM outperforms previous approaches in designing transmit precoding and receive beamforming matrices for interference alignment. In this section, in order to improve the users rate performance of HCNs, we propose a RCRM-based interference alignment scheme to design the precoding matrix of the transmitter and the beamforming matrix of the receiver to suppress both the intra-tier interference and the cross-tier interference.
In HCNs, the macro-tier signal and interference (MaBS to MaUE) matrices at the i-th MaUE are defined as
Similarly, the micro-tier signal and interference (MaBS to MiUE) matrices at the j-th MiUE are defined as
From the interference alignment conditions (3) to (5), we can see that the interference alignment problem in HCNs is to solve m 1 + optimization problems at the same time, which is however impossible. To tackle this difficulty, we turn to maximize the sum of interference free dimensions through RCRM. Then the optimization problems are formulated as:
As the rank function in the above optimization problem is non-convex and NP-hard, the RCRM problem cannot be solved efficiently. Inspired by the compressed sensing and low-rank matrix completion theory [27] , [28] , the nuclear norm is chosen as a convex surrogate for the cost function and the rank constraints are replaced by Hermitian positive semi-definite matrix. Then the optimization problems are 
min
θ t (A) is the nuclear norm of matrix A, which accounts for the sum of the singular values of A, and θ t (A) is the t-th largest singular value of A. S i 0 d×d denotes that matrix S i is Hermitian positive definite, and θ min (S i ) is the minimum eigenvalue of S i , ε > 0. To avoid the bilinear terms, we use the alternating minimization method in [7] to solve the above problems by optimizing the precoding and beamforming matrices alternately. From the aforementioned discussion, we can summarize the major steps of the IA via RCRM for designing the precoding matrices of the transmitter and the beamforming matrices of the receiver in Table 1 .
IV. ACHIEVABLE RATES THROUGH LARGE SYSTEM ANALYSIS
Here we carry out large system analysis to obtain the rate expressions. Let M 1 , M 2 and N approach infinity, but with a constant ratio M i /N (i = 1, 2), namely,
As before, we assume M 1 = M 2 = N , so that β 1 = β 2 = 1, and also assume equal power is allocated to each stream, namely,
A. AVERAGE ACHIEVABLE RATE OF MAUE Substituting equations (36) and (37) into (24), the rate of the i-th MaUE can be written as
So we have the following average achievable rate expression for MaUE, Using the conditional expectation formula, we can obtain the first term on the right side of equation (40) as:
where P(m) denote the the probability of finding m nodes in a circular region .
Remark: Since the MaUE suffers the interference from MiBSs, so it must satisfied m ≥ 1.
In a homogeneous 2-dimensional Poisson point process of intensity λ, the probability of finding m nodes in a circular region of radius r 1 is [29] : , and using the Shannon transform of random matrix theory [25] , the equation (41) can be expressed as:
where ν A (x) denotes the Shannon transform of matrix A. The definition of the Shannon transform is given in Appendix A. In a manner similar to deriving (43), the second-term on the right side of (40) can be obtained as
Then, equation (40) can be expressed as:
The computation of the integrals on the right side of (45) leads to the following closed-form expression for the rate of 
B. AVERAGE ACHIEVABLE RATE OF MIUE
Using the assumptions in (34)-(37) into (25), the j-th MiUE rate can be written as
Using LSA, the average achievable rate of MiUE can be rewritten as
, and using the conditional expectation formula along with the Shannon transform of random matrix theory [22] , equation (48) 
log (e) e 
The detailed derivation is given in Appendix C.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we carry out simulation studies to illustrate the effectiveness of the derived average achievable rates of MaUE and MiUE in the HCNs through the large system analysis. In our simulation, we suppose that Macro BS is placed at the center of a circular region with radius r 1 . We assume d = N /2, and the MaUE number, the MiUE number, the MaUE antenna number, and the MiUE antenna number set satisfied (13) and (14) . Unless otherwise stated, other system parameters are shown in Table 2 . We use red lines to depict the average achievable rate through LSA and blue lines to depict the average achievable rate with fixed antenna numbers given in (24) 
A. AVERAGE ACHIEVABLE RATE OF MAUE
First, Fig. 2 shows the average achievable rate at MaUE as a function of the MaBS transmission power. Clearly, the average achievable rate resulting from LSA provides good approximations of the average achievable rates. Also, it increases when the MaBS transmission power is increased. Fig.3 plots the average achievable rate of MaUE with respect to the MiBS density λ. It is shown that the average achievable rates through LSA provide good approximations of the average achievable rates. The average achievable rate of MaUE decreases as the MiBS density increases. This is mainly because the increase of the density of MiBS will cause more cross-tier interference, and thus the average achievable rate of MaUE will decrease. Fig. 4 shows the average achievable rate at MaUE as a function of MaBS to the MaUE distance. We have observed a significant effect of the MaBS-to-MaUE distance on the average achievable rate of MaUE. This is due to the fact that the average achievable rate becomes much larger when the MaUEs is closer to the MaBS. This is mainly because the number of MiBSs will in general increase as the Macro BS coverage radius increases, which in turn causes more cross-tier interference. Fig. 6 depicts the average achievable rate at MaUE as a function of the MiBS transmission power. It is observed that as the MiBS transmission power increases the average achievable rate is decreased as expected. Fig. 2 to Fig. 6 show the average achievable rate at MaUE compared with the antenna number limited cases. Clearly, the average achievable rate at MaUE provides a good asymptotic approximation to the numerical results under the finite number of antennas. Fig.7 correspond to the performance of average achievable rate of MaUE versus the number of streams. We can see that the average achievable rate of MaUE converges to a fixed value with increasing the number of streams. With an increased number of streams, the average achievable rate through LSA always provides good estimates of the average achievable rates at any number of data streams. 
B. AVERAGE ACHIEVABLE RATE OF MIUE
Here, we study the average achievable rate through LAS and the average rate versus different number of MiUEs's antennas. Moreover, the simulation results are provided to illustrate the effectiveness of the derived average achievable rate of MiUE. Fig.8 illustrates the average achievable rate of MiUE plotted against MiBS transmission power. the average achievable rate at the MiUE has little change with increasing the the MiBS transmission power, this is mainly because the MiBS transmission power increase, also cause the interference signal power increase at the same time. Fig.9 shows the average achievable rate of MiUE with respect to the MiBS density λ. As expected, the average achievable rate decrease as the MiBS density increased. This is mainly because the increase of the density of MiBSs will cause more intra-tier interference, that will reduce the average achievable rate. Fig.10 shows the average achievable rate of MiUE as a function of MiBS to MiUE distance. As observed, the average achievable rate gets larger when MiUE is closer to the MiBS. BS radius increases, which will cause more intra-tier interference, the average achievable rate of MiUE is thus reduced. Fig.8 to Fig.11 show that the average achievable rate at MiUE resulting from LSA provides good asymptotic approximation to the numerical results under the finite number of antennas. Fig.12 shows the average achievable rate of MiUE with respect to the data stream number. This figure indicates that the average achievable rate at the MiUE always converges to a fixed value when increasing the number of streams.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have analysed the average achievable rates of an HCN composed of a single MaBS with multiple random access MiBSs and performed interference alignment by designing the transmit precoding and receive beamforming matrices via rank constrained rank minimization. Closedform average achievable rate expressions have then been derived through large system analysis. The key to obtaining a closed-form rate expression is finding the asymptotic eigenvalue distribution of the resulting channel gains using the random matrix theory. The derived average achievable rate expressions for the macro users (MaUEs) and micro users (MiUEs) are found to be functions of the transmit power, noise power, the MiBS density and other system parameters. Extensive simulation studies have been conducted with all the results confirming the validity of the rate expressions derived through the large system analysis with interference alignment.
Appendix A REQUIRED RANDOM MATRIX THEORY RESULTS
Here, we briefly introduce some of the random matrix theory results which are useful for the LSA in our paper.
A. The Marcenko-Pastur Distribution Let A be a s × t complex random matrix with i.i.d. zeromean elements of variance 1/s. Let α = t/s, as s → ∞, t → ∞ at a fixed ratio α, the distribution of the eigenvalues of AA H converges almost surely to a fixed distribution with density [25] :
where aa = 1 − √ α 2 , bb = 1 + √ α 2 , and y + = max (0, y).
B. Shannon Transform The Shannon transform of the eigenvalue distribution of a non-negative definite random matrix X is defined as [25] 
where γ is a nonnegative real number.
If X follows an Marcenko-Pastur distribution, its Shannon transform can be found in a closed-form as
The η-transform of the eigenvalue distribution of a nonnegative definite random matrix X is defined as [25] 
where γ is a nonnegative real number. D. R-transform If a complex random matrix A of size s × t follows a Marcenko-Pastur distribution, its R-transform can be found in a closed-form as [25] :
where α = t/s. E. Relationship between the aforementioned transforms (1)The relationship between Shannon transform and η-transform is given by [25] :
(2)The relationship between R-transform and η-transform is stated as [25] :
Appendix B DERIVATION OF MAUE RATE (46)
The key to computing equation (45) is to obtain the Shannon transforms of matrices G + [25] , as d → ∞, the eigenvalue distribution of G and K converges almost surely to a Marcenko-Pastur distribution with α = 1. Hence the R-transform of the random matrices G and K can be written as
Further, we can obtain the R-transform of G + b a K as given below:
The relationship between the R-transform and the η-transform is introduced in appendix A as (57). Letting 
On the other hand, the random matrix K follows a Marcenko-Pastur distribution, so its Shannon transform [25] can be found in closed-form as
For simplicity, assuming γ 1, we can have
Substituting b into (68) gives
Finally, substituting (66) and (69) into equation (45), we can have the MaUE average achievable rate expression in (46).
Appendix C DERIVATION OF MIUE RATE (50)
Similar to the derivation of (46), our idea is to use the Shannon transform of matrix H . Recall that U i and W j are unitary matrices. So the effective channel matrices H jk,eff have the same distribution as H . From random matrix theory [25] , the random matrix H follows a Marcenko-Pastur distribution, and its Shannon-transform can be found in a closed-form as:
Substituting ( 
Finally, substituting g and h into above equation yields the MiUE rate expression in (50). 
